
ESSAY COMPARISON WORDS

List of comparative words for essays. Definitions. Compare â€“ to find similarities between your studied Literature texts.
Contrast â€“ to find differences between your .

What kinds of relationships did they have? This is usually not what college instructors are looking for in a
paperâ€”generally they want you to compare or contrast two or more things very directly, rather than just
listing the traits the things have and leaving it up to the reader to reflect on how those traits are similar or
different and why those similarities or differences matter. What do they describe or depict? Create a thesis
statement that reflects their relative weights. Besides, I exercise daily and take great care of my teeth. All in all
Comparison And Contrast Example Sentences One of the best ways to learn about something is to see how it
is applied. Follow these steps, and you will be well on your way to writing a compare-and-contrast essay that
cannot fail to impress your reading audience. Next you must decide which of them are interesting, important,
and relevant enough to be included in your paper. If you are a visual person, a Venn diagram can facilitate this
process. Bohemian Rhapsody received largely negative reviews from critics when it was released. Are there
any clues about what to focus on in the assignment itself? Developed by you: The question may simply ask
that you compare the two novels. You are comparing three or more subjects as opposed to the traditional two.
What kinds of governments were there? You could write about one subject in detail, and then switch to the
other. Furthermore, studies have shown that people are also happier now. You may reproduce it for
non-commercial use if you use the entire handout and attribute the source: The Writing Center, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Step 4 - Decide on Your Organizational Structure There are many possibilities
for structuring a compare-and-contrast essay. A comparative essay asks that you compare at least two possibly
more items. What is the central focus, claim, or goal of each? For the point-by-point structure, each similarity
or difference for one object is followed immediately by the similarity or difference for the other. You can also
go point by point throughout the essay. Again, thinking about the context the class provides may help you
answer such questions and make a stronger argument. Develop a list of similarities and differences Once you
know your basis for comparison, think critically about the similarities and differences between the items you
are comparing, and compile a list of them. Traditionally, an essay consists of an introductory paragraph, three
body paragraphs, and a conclusion. Simply create two overlapping circles, one for each of the topics that you
are comparing. If you are comparing and contrasting cats and dogs, use personal anecdotes about friends and
their pets to bolster your arguments. For example, you might decide that in Great Expectations, being a true
gentleman is not a matter of manners or position but morality, whereas in The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, being a
true gentleman is not about luxury and self-indulgence but hard work and productivity. For writing: what plot,
characterization, setting, theme, tone, and type of narration are used? What is their tone or mood? This will
make it easier to structure a good argument. To compare is to examine how things are similar, while to
contrast is to see how they differ. The list you have generated is not yet your outline for the essay, but it
should provide you with enough similarities and differences to construct an initial plan.


